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WINNING ORGANIZATIONS THROUGH PEOPLE | DR. MICHAEL O’CONNOR

TO OPTIMIZE PERFORMANCE,
COMPANIES MAY NEED TO START
DOING THINGS BACKWARDS

THE PROBLEM WITH
‘COMMON SENSE’ MANAGEMENT
If you’re like most people, it might surprise you to learn that
sluggish organizational performance is rarely the fault of
shifting market conditions, stiff competition, lack of resources, or any of the other usual external or internal scapegoats. The truth is that most organizations don’t manage these
proven business priorities in a way that shapes sustained success.
Most companies start with a product or service idea, and, if it
seems like a good one, focus on a “strategic” approach and tactical practices for implementing it. Once decided, the focus shifts
to the people who will make their product or services idea a reality. In summary, the organization’s priorities are, in their executed
order: Strategy, followed by Processes and then People. In some
cases, a final element eventually addressed is its efforts to determine and then implement its desired business Culture.
For the past 25 years I’ve studied the internal dynamics of consistently successful, high-performance organizations. One fact
I’ve discovered is that “assuming” this common practice is the
“correct” one is, in fact, truly asinine! Increasingly, businesses have
begun to become more conscious that organizations that experience sustained success have focused — or refocused — their business priorities in a very different order.
Rather than the “backwards” Strategy, Processes, People and
maybe eventually Culture, they begin by focusing or refocusing
on a winning culture first. And, since the research reported in the
books “Built to Last” and “Good to Great,” they are now
increasingly more open to the importance of getting the right
people motivated/committed and capable/competent on their
culture’s bus.
A few of the more enlightened organizations have already discovered that the latest “business development fad,” including the
recycled quality/cost ‘Six Sigma’ Process, does not and cannot
drive an organization’s culture and people. Instead, it only makes
one-time improvements — many of which, often years later, revert to prior wasteful habits because the sustained commitment
to those shared business culture values by its people has not been

fully integrated! This is because of the simple, but overwhelmingly unrecognized truism that it is people that create and sustain winning processes, not statistical tools and processes.
Winning Performers
Time and again during my decades of international business
experience I have seen this fundamental truth, that the best
processes become of little worth in the hands of uncommitted or
incompetent performers. And, conversely, I’ve seen very different higher performers as well as average performers committed to
the high performance standards of a winning culture find ways to
discover and, more importantly, continuously execute as well as
improve upon better processes.
And, once these driving success factors are in place and working well, organizations experience greater success with the business strategies they develop. Anyone who has worked in the area
of strategy development is well aware that most company’s that
experience strategic success do so with strategies that are mostly
doubles along with a few triples and home runs, not grand slam
home runs. What does differentiate the winners from the losers
in this performance area is their ability to successfully execute
such strategies.
And it is this highest, most common and controllable risk that
an organization can control through effectiveness in the areas of its
own Culture, People and Processes. In summary, it is when all
four of these organizational performance factors are aligned, working together to reinforce and strengthen one another, that the formula for sustained winning organizational performance is at work.
Dr. Michael O’Connor is a recognized thought leader, executive
coach and founder of Life Associates, Inc. Michael is the co-author
of “The Leadership Bridge Program (Situational Leadership II &
DISC)” and the book, “The Leader Within.” Email Michael at
droconnor@lifeassociatesinc.com.
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